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The Bulletin is an open forum for the Students and Instructors of the Center for Aikido
and Tang Soo Do Studies and the Colorado Purple Mountain Dojo/Dojang
Association to post their personal thoughts and opinions. This is actually a
requirement for membership in our school and the CPMDDA in order to further
engage members in the intellectual aspect of their training which is part of our mission
of cultural enrichment. This also serves to enlighten the instructors as to what is going
on in the students’ minds. The Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do Studies is an
institution of higher learning. For the most part, these postings will pertain to the
individual’s personal journey, experiences, or observations in and around their chosen
martial arts training. Please feel free to read, enjoy, and most of all, learn a few things.
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Master Lee Memorial Workout –
November 2013
Grand Master Jong H. Lee was born on April 19th 1938 and passed away
on November 28th 1985. Master Lee was 8th Dan at the time of his passing
and was promoted to 10th Dan in memorium by the Institute of
Tangsoology in 1985. Every year we celebrate Grand Master Lee by
having the Master Lee Memorial Workout. Sand Creek Tang Soo Do
Academy held Master Lee’s Memorial Workout on November 25th. The
Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do Studies held Master Lee’s Memorial
Workout on November 26th. Mr Scott Arnold of Fountain Valley
TaeKwon Do was a special guest for this event. Also, Kyosah Gihan
Fellah of Sun Mountain Tang Soo Do participated in a conference call
with the members of the Center where she was informed that she had
received her Tangsoology Teaching Certification for the coming year.
Thank you to everyone who continues to keep the teachings and spirit of
Master Lee alive.

Grand Master Jong H. Lee

Sand Creek Tang Soo Do Academy: Master Lee’s Memorial Workout –
November 25th, 2013

The Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do Studies (Youth Tang Soo Do
Class): Master Lee’s Memorial Workout – November 26th, 2013

The Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do Studies (Family Tang Soo Do
Class): Master Lee’s Memorial Workout – November 26th, 2013
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Chinese New Year Festival:
Upcoming January 25th, 2014

Colorado Springs, CO - The Colorado
Springs Chinese Cultural Institute will ring
in their 13thAnnual Chinese New Year
Celebration at the City Auditorium on
Saturday, January 25, 2014 from 10:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m. The City Auditorium is located
at 221 East Kiowa.
The New Year Celebration has become a
mainstay cultural event in Colorado Springs
due to the growing fascination of the Asian
culture. This year’s event will continue the
“celebration” atmosphere as in past years.
Activities for this year will feature the
traditional lion dance, Kung Fu
demonstrations, traditional Chinese dances,
Chinese yo-yo demonstrations, and Chinese
musical performances. “Chinatown” offers
an assortment of Asian-themed merchants
and a “Taste of China” to whet your appetite
from various food vendors. Cultural
performances will take place on the Main
Stage, while in the “Teahouse” people learn
to play mahjong (a Chinese card game), or
Go (a Chinese “checkers” game) or learn
calligraphy at the “Tea House.”
The official Chinese New Year celebration
is based on a lunar calendar that begins on
January 31, 2014. In the traditional Chinese
Lunar calendar, this is the year 4712. The
origin of the New Year celebration occurred
before the advent of the written language;
hence, it is an oral tradition with many

Myths. Through the years it has sustained as
one of the few major celebrations in China.
The Year of the Horse covers those born in
1906, 1918, 1930, 1942, 1954, 1966, 1978,
1990, 2002, and 2014. Those born in the
Year of the Horse tend to be active,
energetic, hardworking, charismatic, selfreliant and tolerant. Horse people often are
rebellious and have a hard time belonging
because of their need to race or
travel. Famous Horse people are Davy
Crockett, Clint Eastwood, Ella Fitzgerald,
Harrison Ford, Sandra Day O’Conner,
Theodor Roosevelt, Mike Tyson, and Borris
Yeltsin.
Admissions for the CSCCI New Year
Festival are $5 for adults, $4 for Military,
students, and CSCCI members. Children
under 5 are free. Tickets can be purchased
at the door. The Colorado Springs Chinese
Cultural Institute (CSCCI) is a non-profit
organization that provides a forum for
greater appreciation of Chinese culture
through education and social
interaction. For more information, please
call CSCCI at (719) 287-7624 or visit their
website at www.cscci.org.
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Etiquette
By: Nadia Gigante (Age 4), 9th Gup Tang
Soo Do
I like Tang Soo Do because I like the 10
warm-up exercises. I also like to wear a
uniform and a belt. I like Tang Soo Do
because I like to yell and say ki-yup.

Dojo/Dojang Etiquette
By: Damien Sawyer-Hammond (Age 8),
7th Kyu Aikido, 9th Gup Tang Soo Do
I want to learn Tang Soo Do and Aikido
because I want to meet new people. I want
to make new friends. I want to have fun. I

Kicks & Punches

want to learn. I want to be a warrior and a

By: Luca Gigante (Age 6), 9th Gup Tang

hero. I want to learn how to protect others
and myself.

Soo Do
I like Tang Soo Do because I like to kick

Dojo Etiquette

and punch so I can get the bad guys. I also

By: Breia DeVries (Age 11), 7th Kyu

like to wear a uniform and the belt.

Aikido, 9th Gup Tang Soo Do

Respect

Dojo etiquette is when you bow when you

By: Randal Imlah (Age 6), 9th Gup Tang

enter the Dojo to train. It is also when you

Soo Do

bow to your fellow students during your
workout. You also bow when you go on or

I should respect the Dojang because it shows
my teacher and other students that I value

off the mat and when you leave the Dojo for
home.

them. I should respect the Dojang because it
protects the equipment so we can train more.

Dojo etiquette is about showing intent and
respect. A person shows intent to train,
focusing on training and a training mindset,
4

and it all starts with the first bow upon

are entering and leaving the Dojang and to

entering the Dojo. Basically, you are

your instructor to show respect. Also, there

showing the Sensei and the other students

should be no jewelry because somebody

that you are ready to train with your mind,

might get hurt. In addition, you should take

body, and spirit, accepting and expecting

off your socks and shoes when you enter the

respect to and from the other people in the

Dojang. You should also turn around to fix

Dojo.

your belt or uniform. Furthermore, you
should not walk in front of the line because

When you bow to the other students, you are
showing them, without words, that you are

you are challenging them. In conclusion,
these are some of the most important rules

ready to train. In addition, you are showing

of the Dojang.

them respect and value as a person and
training partner. Bowing shows respect,
value, and appreciation.
Bowing can also show or mean “thank you.”

Tang Soo Do
By: Estefany Carreon (Age 9), 7th Gup
Tang Soo Do

Bowing at the end of class shows the other

I think Tang Soo Do is about learning the

students and the Sensei that you are thankful

right things not the bad things, like when

for the lessons learned and effort put forth

getting on the mat and off the mat. Bow

during the class. A student should always

when we are going to get on the mat; even

bow to the Sensei, even outside the dojo.

bow when you are getting off the mat. Now

You are showing them respect and thanking

you know how to get off the mat and on the

them for being your teacher in the martial

mat.

arts and life.

You even need to tie your belt right, or you
will need practice, and that is okay. Make it

Etiquette
By: Sara Quinones (Age 9), 7th Gup Tang
Soo Do

even because it is your center. Yellow is my
color, and it means the sun. You know what
your center is and you even know what my

It is important that we all follow the rules in

color is and what it means.

the Dojang. I will tell you some of them. To

You should always respect the person that is

start, you should always have a clean

leading you. My next belt is Green, and I

uniform. You should always bow when you

will always try to get that belt.
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TANG SOO DO

Dojo Etiquette

By: Adrian Carreon (Age 11), 7th Gup

By: Kamryn Pinard (Age 10), 3rd Gup

Tang Soo Do

Tang Soo Do

Tang Soo Do is not about fighting forms and

When having Dojo etiquette, you must

kicks. It’s about having Dojang discipline.

always bow to your instructor when entering

You must have respect to the instructor

the Dojo floor. Always say “Yes sir, no sir,

Sabom Nim. First, you don’t argue with

yes ma’am, or no ma’am” when a command

him. You don’t hit him. You must have

is given. You must never wear shoes or

respect to him. You don’t answer back to

socks on the floor. Show respect to your

him unless he asks you a question.

instructor. Never show disrespect to your

Second, you must bow to get on the mat.

classmates and instructor. Follow the

You just don’t walk on the mat; you bow to

commands your instructor tells you to.

the Shomen. You must wait for the

Always ki-yup. Listen to your instructor.

instructor to bow you on. You don’t forget

Obey every command. Never talk when

on the mat. You don’t yell on the mat.

your instructor is speaking.

Third, when you get off you bow to have
respect. You don’t just get off like it was a

TANG SOO!!!!!!!(Right hand lifts)

dance floor. You don’t run and jump off the

Aikido Etiquette

mat. You bow, put one foot off the mat, and

By: Nico Gigante, 7th Kyu Aikido, 9th Gup

then take the foot that is on the mat and back

Tang Soo Do

up.
Finally, you don’t run out of the room. You

Aikido is an experience. That is the first

bow to the instructor, get your shoes on, and

statement in the Aikido code found at the

wave good bye. When you open the door

school entrance. I think that statement

you bow and say good bye.

summarizes what this martial art can offer

All in all that is my summery of Dojang

us and what we can give back to it.

etiquette. Be safe and good bye and see you

Aikido’s experience is directly related to our

later.

mindset. Some people might be drawn to it
because of the ability to fight and hurt
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people, some other people because of the

must bow when on or off the mat. Those are

ability it gives to defend oneself. I think

all rules of good conduct that we’d use if we

Aikido’s teachings aim higher. The set of

were to go to somebody’s house. Although it

codes guide us to respect ourselves and the

is our school, it is a place of mutual respect

people around us. It teaches us to respect our

that can teach us how to behave even when

teachers and peers, living and not. It teaches

we are outside of it.

us that our potential is way bigger than we
perceive, and its pursuit gives us an inner
peace that transcends the fighting.

Aikido Etiquette
By: Chris Ahacic, 7th Kyu Aikido, 7th Gup
Tang Soo Do

When we enter the school we must bow to
the Senseis that founded the art. It is not a
bow of submission but one of respect. We
respect the effort of the body and of the
mind it took to create and master
Aikido. Secondarily, we will bow to the
Sensei teaching the class. Again, we don’t
do it because Sensei has a higher belt and
could defeat us. As Sensei bows back to us
we exchange an acknowledgment of one
another and an understanding that, although
on a different level, we are both on a
learning path.

In studying for the subject of Dojo/Dojang
etiquette, several things that keep coming up
are the ideas of honor and respect—from
bowing when we enter to the way we
interact with each other in the studio. In the
Dojo/Dojang as well as in life we are to
respect each other. When we enter the
Dojo/Dojang we bow to show respect to the
school and those that have come before. The
respect that is given is not only to the
people, but in taking care of the studio. With
the cleaning of the equipment and the care
of Dojo/Dojang we show respect.

We wear the Aikido gi not only so we all
look alike and show other people that we are
training in martial arts. We do it to show our
respect for the tradition and the teachings.

When we are working with those of a higher
rank, we are to respect their
accomplishments and the experience that
they have accumulated throughout their

There are several other codes of conduct

training. This is why we bow to the ones

while in the school. We can’t chew gum,

teaching and why we stand behind and

make loud noises, point with our feet, and

beside them so as to not challenge them. To
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disrespect one of the instructors is to

of the Way.” The word way means a

disrespect not only the teacher but the

method, style, or manner of doing

school as well.

something, and our way means martial arts
training.

From the beginning of class to the end, we
are bowing to show respect and putting

Another important purpose of Dojo etiquette

others before ourselves. As we learn how to

is maintaining a healthy environment to

respect others, we learn how to respect

train. Washing the floor between

ourselves. What we can learn from each

classes/daily helps to prevent the passing

other and ourselves comes only if we show

along of pathogens between the students. It

respect to one another.

also is an act of humbleness and dedication
to the art. Keeping your gi clean and

When we take these ideas from the studio
we are showing respect to everyone around
us, and we are able to grow as a society. We
are fulfilling the tenets of each martial art
that we practice when we are showing
respect. As we give respect to those around
us, we will see the change in world that we
are striving for.
Dojo Etiquette
By: Brad DeVries, 7th Kyu Aikido, 9th
Gup Tang Soo Do

maintained is part of Dojo etiquette too. It
helps the student to focus on the “now” and
not the smells or needed mending. This
characteristic of cleanliness also involves
keeping yourself clean. Being well-groomed
and clean in body helps the student to focus
more on the internal aspects of the art, being
that they have less external distractions to
worry about.
A third trait of Dojo etiquette is the bowing.
Bowing is a sign of respect. Western society

I believe that Dojo etiquette’s main purpose

can have a hard time with this aspect of

is an act of respect to the martial art, to the

martial arts training. Bowing in the past has

founder, to the Sensei, to other students, and

been linked with subservience, like bowing

to yourself. The very first thing a student

to a king. Yet, within martial art training,

does upon entering the Dojo is bow. This

bowing is showing your respect to the

first action of respect signals a focus on

Sensei and “art” itself. Bowing is like

training and letting the outside world

stating, “I humbly, with respect, ask that I

go…for a time. Dojo literally means “Place
8

may be able to train/learn with you” and is

Body mechanics come into play when

an eastern way of saying, “thank you.”

training with partners or ukes. The Dojo is a
place to be taught and instructed by a Sensei

Overall, etiquette is an effective tool of
helping to maintain the proper mindset,
aiding in focus, showing respect for the
training/learning we are receiving, and

of that discipline. If one is relaxed, often a
task in itself, the Dojo can be a place of
understanding to become better acquainted
with the art.

showing respect to everyone in the dojo to
promote a healthy, safe learning

Spiritual guidance derives from a true

environment.

respect for the “house” and the founder of
that discipline. Over time, the Dojo becomes

Dojo Etiquette

a place of refuge to ease the mind and for

By: Mike Pinard, 5th Kyu Aikido

proper relaxation. Dojo etiquette becomes

Dojo etiquette is a required practice taught

easier in time due to a growing respect for

when a person enrolls in a particular

the Dojo and its members. It can be

discipline. The Dojo is a place to train,

considered a family within itself. Dojo

understand body mechanics, and a house of

etiquette is expected at first; however, in

spiritual guidance when in a relaxed state.

time, it grows to become a manifestation
within oneself.

The Dojo is a physical structure encased
with mats, mirrors, and an assortment of

Bachelor Pad Etiquette

weapons displayed for use. It is a place to

By: Eric Lustig, 4th Kyu Aikido

train with by working hard each week. It is
through determination and a true
understanding of the art that someone moves
up in rank. The Dojo is to be respected and
to be separated from the outside world of
concerns and problems. The Dojo can be
often referred to as a house to “forget” any
distractions and focus on the mind and spirit
alike.

Allow me to take a step back in time. It
seems like five years ago, but in reality, it
took place over 20 years ago. I was a young
man, playing music by night and sweeping
classroom floors by day. I lived in the most
fastidious of homes with the most fastidious
of roommates: Pat, Brian, and Rob. We all
got along well and had a lot in common,
with one exception, of course: etiquette.
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Brian was a trip. He kept his doors locked

elves that cruise through at night, and the

and stashed his unopened cans of Beefaronie

messier the place is, the happier they are.

and Chili Mac in his closet, seemingly afraid
that one of his housemates would raid his
gourmet fare. Rob flew by the seat of his
pants. He was always on the verge of getting
fired from his job, but somehow was able to
maintain. And finally, there was Pat. Pat was
a hopelessly honest guy. He worked a 40hour per week job…and that was it. He had
no hobbies, no friends, no girlfriend, and
was not interested in anything but the
television.

I am sure that this vision is not accepted as
rational, but when people grab a paper towel
to dry their hands, which were washed with
soap, where do they think these luxuries
came from? When practitioners walk
through the door, and six people are on their
hands and knees washing the mats, do they
think their content is not noticed? Do they
show up five minutes early on purpose, or
do they seriously race straight from work to
the Dojo/Dojang?

I shared a bathroom with Pat for four and a
half years. After about two years, I began to
notice that Pat was not participating in the
general upkeep of the bathroom. In that time
he had not contributed to the purchase of
soap, toilet paper, shampoo, toothpaste, etc.
In fact, he had not cleaned the bathroom
once. I decided that I would “pack” my
toiletries and remove them from the
bathroom and shower each time I was
finished. I adhered to this practice for over

Our Dojo/Dojang is exactly that: ours. There
is a teacher, and there are students, but in the
end it belongs to each and every one of us.
Next time you are at the store, pondering
which candy bar to buy to satisfy your
craving, think of what you can contribute.
And if you do not have time to eat before
class, have a snack and get in the
Dojo/Dojang before class. Your help and
contributions will be appreciated.

two more years, and never did I notice that
Pat purchased the “missing” items.
Now, allow me to flash forward to the
present. I sometimes feel that the
Dojo/Dojang, in some people’s eyes, is a
bachelor pad. Apparently there are little
10

city administrator and minister. He authored

Etiquette
By: Roger Padgett, 3rd Kyu Aikido
Etiquette –
“Conventional requirements as to social
behaviour; proprieties of conduct as
established in any class or
community or for any occasion.”

“The Instruction of Ptahhotep” (The
Maxims of Ptahhotep), considered Egyptian
“wisdom literature,” with the purpose of
instructing young men in appropriate
behaviour. Ptahhotep’s topics in his book
came from concepts of the goddess Maat
(daughter of the primordial). She

“The code of ethical behavior regarding

symbolized cosmic order and social

professional practice or action among the

harmony. Ptahhotep believed in maintaining

members of a profession in their

this order and covered a range of concepts,

dealings with each other: medical etiquette.”

some of which included ways to avoid
argumentative people, truthfulness, learning

“A code of behavior that delineates

by listening, justice and morality, and to

expectations for social behavior according to

preserve self-control.

contemporary conventional norms within
a society, social class, or group.”

Confucius’s philosophy emphasized
personal morality, correctness of social

The word “etiquette” hasn’t been around

relationships, justice, and loyalty. He wanted

very long—a little over 260 years, actually.

his disciples to master their deep thoughts

Derived from a French word meaning label

and study thoroughly, as to allow them to

or ticket, nobles created a list of proper

relate moral problems of the present to the

social behaviours deemed necessary for

past.

everyone to follow. These behaviours soon

“Superiority of personal exemplification

became the norm for upper classes

over explicit rules of behaviour.”

throughout Europe and eventually the rest of

Confucius pushed for attaining the use of

the world.

skilled judgment rather than the knowledge

Even though that word hasn’t always been

of rules.

around, the ideas these nobles gathered
together had been. Ptahhotep, an Egyptian
official during the late 25th Century, was the

“When the stables were burnt down, on
returning from court, Confucius said, ‘Was
anyone hurt?’ He did not ask about the
horses.”
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Confucius showed that human life is more

“As soon as you concern yourself with the

valuable than property. On sincerity and

‘good’ and ‘bad’ of your fellows, you create

cultivation of knowledge: Virtuous action

an opening in your heart for maliciousness

towards others begins with virtuous and

to enter. Testing, competing with, and

sincere thought, which beings with

criticizing others weaken and defeat you.”

knowledge. It is also important for your own

“Economy is the basis of society. When the

sake; the superior person loves learning for

economy is stable, society develops. The

the sake of learning and righteousness for

ideal economy combines the spiritual and

the sake of righteousness.

the material, and the best commodities to

While the word “etiquette” might not always
be on your mind, there are words that can be
used similarly to help understand either the
word itself or its concepts. Custom, form,
protocol, civility, decency, formality,
courtesy, or for some of us, our “P’s and

trade are in sincerity and love.”
“The heat of a human being is no different
from the soul of heaven and earth. In your
practice always keep in your thoughts the
interaction of heaven and earth, water and
fire, yin and yang.” – Morihei Ueshiba

Q’s.” These concepts should be studied and

In Aikido we have our own code of conduct,

applied throughout daily life. There is

a set of rules, protocols to follow. I’m sure

always etiquette to follow no matter the

each Dojo is not exactly the same, but I can

situation you find yourself in.

assure you knowing any etiquette is better
than knowing none at all. It’s better to

Work/business etiquette, home etiquette,
religious etiquette, and even vehicular
etiquette all have a code of conduct to
follow. The reasons to follow these codes
are generally the same in the aspects of
civility, decency, respect. They teach us the
same concepts that Confucius, Louis XVII,
Ptahhotep, Gandhi, and certainly Morihei
Ueshiba tried to portray.

question and seek knowledge, rather than
assume for yourself. We as Aikido
practitioners have a duty to ensure we are
always respectful, mindful, humble, civil,
and peaceful. It is a part of our art and is
evident in many ways.
One of those is that we are constantly
picking ourselves up off of the floor. This
teaches us to be humble and respectful. Not
any one of us is above another human being
on this planet. We must all pick ourselves
12

up. It is the beginning of our lives! When we



are born we ALL start by crawling on the

training starts and concludes with a

ground.
Another way is by choosing not to compete
with one another. This teaches us to be civil,
mindful, and peaceful. Not only in training

bow towards the Shomen


school, or driving, there are aspects of our

Never bow or raise before your
senior



Never walk in front of anyone,
always behind. It is considered a

should we choose to execute this, but
throughout our day. Whether at work,

Open and closing ceremony of each

challenge


Be seated in seiza awaiting either
opening/closing ceremony or while

lives that require us to be non-competitive.

waiting for instruction or while
My first couple weeks of Aikido, even my
first day, I learned a few pieces of this

Sensei is demonstrating


Be on time for class. This means be

“etiquette” that we should be following as

dressed out and waiting in seiza at

we are training and outside of that. The most

least 15 minutes before class starts

evident to me, because I’ve been known to



be a little OCD, is the lining up of shoes.
Upon entering the Dojo we must remove our
shoes, bring them over to the chairs, and line
them up accordingly. As I noticed this, I

sit seiza offset of the mat and await
to be invited on by Sensei


Always have a clean uniform



Always help clean the Dojo. There is
no “official” day to clean the Dojo,

started to learn more and more about

we must ensure it stays clean every

etiquette for Aikido and our Dojo. To this

time we enter. This is for ALL

day, I still learn more and more.
Aikido should help you to reform and
educate your spirit. These are the codes that
stick out most to me:



including Sensei


Always take your materials home
(uniform, bokken, jo)



Bow upon entering and exiting the
dojo

If class has already started, you must

Always treat training materials with
respect



No food, drinks, gum on the mat.

Bow before stepping on and off the

Alternatively, no eating directly

mat

before class
13





Always be aware of good personal



hygiene (cut finger nails, deodorant,

educate new students of Aikido

etc.)

etiquette

No shoes, sandals, or socks are to be



worn on the mat



You must ask permission to leave the

any kind during Sensei’s

Dojos) and outside the Dojo


Never speak ill about other Dojos,

It is inappropriate to correct your

students, Senseis, or instructors, even

senior student. This is essential for

if you disagree or lack their own

personal development. We do not

respect. We represent Aikido

Pay close attention to your Sempai
and Kohai. You will learn basics
through one and observe the
understanding through another
Always follow the techniques with
the best of your ability, never
assuming you know the lesson, and
never moving forward without
instruction
Always speak up about an injury or
illness. Do not attempt to train if you
have either of these



It is every student’s responsibility to

out inside the Dojo (visiting other

feels there should be a correction





There shall be no conversations of

Sensei’s duty to correct if Sensei



egos

ensure that these conducts are carried

want to challenge or argue. It is



Remember you are here to learn—no

mat once class has started

demonstrations or while training


It is each student’s responsibility to

You shall immediately approach,

I’m sure what I’ve listed here isn’t
everything and I don’t expect it to be. I will
be the first to admit that it can be tough to
remember all these and even tougher to do
each every moment of your life. Striving to
carry these with us throughout the day can
have a tremendous impact on not only your
life, but those you interact with. Have pride
within yourself that you are disciplined,
educated, and self-cultivated enough to
portray all of these regardless of time and
place. If you’re not, then keep training! No
one is perfect, but with Aikido we can strive
to be in harmony with all creation and learn
to love all things. Learn to control
aggression without inflicting injury,

honour, respect and welcome Dojo
visitors and other Aikido guests
14

physically and mentally. This is The Art of

fall under the same category and have the

Peace.

same meaning in general, they all have their
differences as well.

The Many Faces of Etiquette
By: Samantha J Schottler, 2nd Kyu
Aikido, 3rd Gup Tang Soo Do

Let’s go back to definition number one
which I believe covers your everyday life as
a whole. When you leave the house to go

I often wonder who knows what etiquette
really is. On dictionary.com, you will find
etiquette broken down in definition a few
ways. Those ways are as follows:

out, whether it be shopping, to lunch, or
going to a friend’s house, it is good etiquette
to make sure you are properly groomed.
This includes making sure you take a

1. Conventional requirements as to social

shower, brush your teeth, brush your hair,

behavior; properties of conduct as

and put on deodorant and clean clothes. You

established in any class or community or for

would not want to go out without being

any occasion.

clean and well maintained. You never really
know who you may end up running into, but

2. A prescribed or accepted code of usage in

going out clean and groomed shows that you

matters of ceremony, as at a court or in

have dignity and self-respect. Now I think

official or other formal observances.

we have all heard the saying “treat others as

3. The code of ethical behavior regarding
professional practice or action among the
members of a profession in their dealings
with each other.

you would want to be treated.” This falls
under the etiquette category. Whether you
are talking to a friend or a complete
stranger, make sure you listen when that
person is talking to you. Also make eye

While reading over the three given

contact to show the person that you are

definitions, I was thinking to myself, each

listening.

one covers etiquette in different settings.
Number one I believe covers etiquette in
your everyday life as a whole. The second
one I feel covers etiquette in the
Dojo/Dojang. The third one I think covers
etiquette at the workplace. Although they all

When you go out to a restaurant for dinner
and there is someone coming in after you,
make sure to hold the door open for that
person. It does not matter whether they are a
man, woman, or child, someone who is with
15

your group, or someone who is with a group

for class, do not just walk on the mat once

you don’t know. It is good etiquette to treat

class has started. Make sure to stand at

others with kindness and respect.

attention (for Tang Soo Do) or sit in seiza

Now let’s take a look at definition number
two which I feel covers etiquette in the
Dojo/Dojang. All of the points from
definition number one also carry over to the
second one we will talk about here. When
entering and exiting the Dojo/Dojang, you
always make sure to bow to the Shomen and
bow to the instructor. We also bow before
stepping on or off of the mat. Since we have
a dressing room in the back, please make
sure to always bow towards the Shomen
before going through the doorway and
before coming back through the doorway.

(for Aikido) at the end of the mat until the
instructor bows you onto the mat. No matter
if you are going to be late or not be able to
make class, it is very important to contact
your instructor to let him/her know and keep
him/her informed. We all train in the
Dojo/Dojang, which means we all are
responsible for cleaning. We want to have a
clean place to train; we do not want to have
leaves on the rug not being vacuumed up or
dust and dirt in the bathroom. It is a group
effort to keep everything clean. For safety
purposes, there is no jewelry allowed on the
mat. We do not want anyone getting

When we are working with a partner, we

scratched by a ring or have an earring pulled

also bow to our partners before we work

out accidentally, so please make sure to

with them and again after we are finished

remove items before class has started. After

working with them. The reason we bow is to

bowing when we enter the Dojo/Dojang, we

show courtesy and respect for the art, the

make sure to remove our shoes and line

instructor, our fellow students, and the

them up properly by the chairs. You should

Dojo/Dojang that we train in. Before we

never wear your shoes onto the mat or just

have class, it is everyone’s responsibility to

leave them thrown about the Dojo/Dojang.

help clean the mats. For example: If class
starts at 7PM and you still have to dress out,
you need to get to the Dojo/Dojang twenty
or so minutes early so you will have time to
dress out in your uniform and assist with
cleaning the mats. If you are going to be late

When you come to class you want to have a
clean uniform. It is disrespecting the art(s)
you train if you come on the mat ready to
train with a dirty or torn uniform. If your
uniform is torn, it is necessary to have it
sewn and in good condition. As we line up
16

for the beginning of class to bow to the

know we all have other things going on in

Shomen you do not bow before your senior

our lives, but you want to do your best to not

or come up from the bow before your senior.

bring those negative thoughts/feelings to the
workplace with you. Also, have a clean

You also want to be lined up with your
senior and not in front of them. If you do
this, it says that you want to challenge your
senior and do not respect the time and hard
work and dedication that they have put into
training. Before, during, or after class, if you
need to adjust your uniform, please make
sure to turn away from your fellow students
otherwise this is considered disrespectful.
Throughout the year as a school we take part
in different events such as the Chinese New
Year and the Diversity festival. It is
pertinent that we act accordingly since we
not only represent ourselves, but we
represent our school as well.

workspace. Make sure to have different
paperwork filed as needed so you don’t have
a mess on your desk. Not only will this help
you in finding papers quickly, but this will
also assist if you have a day off and a
coworker needs to find something; all they
have to do is go in the folder and not
through a pile on the desk. You want to
make sure at work you are dressed
appropriately. If you are instructed to wear a
uniform to work then do not go into work
dressed out of uniform. When working with
other people you normally tend to make
friends. Sometimes the conversations you
have get out of hand and are inappropriate,

Last but certainly not least, definition

which should not happen. You can always

number three I feel covers etiquette in the

go out after work and have your personal

workplace. Workplace etiquette is also very

conversations on your own time.

important because this is where our
paycheck comes from. This paycheck is
what allows us to have a roof over our heads
and to have food on our tables, so the
workplace is for acting appropriately. Make
sure that you are friendly with your boss,
coworkers, and customers. No one wants to

As you can see, all three of the definitions
tie in together with what I believe etiquette
means in your everyday life a whole, in the
Dojo/Dojang and in the workplace. Even
though they are slightly different, they are
fundamentally the same and should be used
every day and everywhere.

be around someone who is always in a bad
mood or acting/talking negatively. Granted I
17

American Psychological Association (APA):

So what are some of the rules of etiquette

etiquette. (n.d.). Dictionary.com

that we follow, and how do they impart

Unabridged. Retrieved December 01, 2013,

respect and consideration for others? The

from Dictionary.com

first one I think of is simply lining up our

website: http://dictionary.reference.com/bro

shoes. You might ask, “How can this

wse/etiquette

possibly impart respect or consideration?”
For one, if shoes are lying all over the place,

Etiquette
By: Jesse Elliot,

others could trip over them, but I think a
3rd

Dan Tang Soo Do

more important reason has to do with the

Etiquette is an interesting thing, and I would

aesthetic. Shoes that are lined up are more

like to expressly thank Sabom Nim Miller

orderly looking and aesthetically pleasing.

for asking us to write about it. For decades
our culture has tried to abolish it. Manners
and etiquette in everyday life have been
diminishing, and they are looked down upon
as weak and a putting on of airs. Perhaps
some of that is justified. Etiquette can
certainly become something that one hides
behind, never expressing one’s true feelings
or desires, but it is also something that
certainly should never be completely done
away with. But what is it exactly? I think
of etiquette as a set of rules that are
voluntary, but that when followed convey
respect and consideration for others. Law,
on the other hand, is not voluntary. Thus,
etiquette voluntarily conveys respect and
consideration for others. I’d say that’s a very
important part of the Martial Arts.

That conveys thoughtfulness and respect for
the dojang and everyone there. Other rules
of etiquette that we abide by involve rank.
We line up in order of rank. We bow in
order of rank. We acknowledge highly
ranking individuals as they enter or leave the
dojang -- especially instructors. Why is
this? It’s not simply out of respect, for we
show respect to all participants. Why the
added respect and consideration for higher
ranks? Are they more important than the
others? I think our knee-jerk response might
be, “No, they’re no more important.” Of
course, regarding their value as human
beings, they are not more important.
However, we are talking in the context of
the dojang, and the answer should be, “Of
course they are more important.” Consider
this: Without the presence of one of the
students, would a class go on? Of course it
18

would. Without the presence of the
instructor, would a class go on? No, the

Intent
By: Sabom-Nim/Sensei Jude Miller 5th

class would not proceed in the same way as

Dan Tang Soo Do, 3rd Dan Aikido –

it would have. Does a higher ranking

Head Instructor: CATS of Colorado

student have more value to add to a lower
ranking student? Absolutely -- that doesn’t

Springs and Sand Creek Tang Soo Do
Academy

make them worth more as an individual, but
it does make them more deserving of respect
and consideration in the context of the
dojang. So to the question above, “Why the
added respect and consideration for higher
ranks?” The answer is “because they deserve
it.”

Recently during a Tang Soo Do kicking
class, I was trying to think up ways to try
and motivate the students to kick higher. I
noticed one student do something subtle
right as they committed to turn kick; their
eyes looked away and off to the side. As a
result, the turn kick was barely above the

If you have a higher rank now, or when you

belt and off target. Now, I had seen this

do in the future, don’t feel like you should

student do kick ups and partner stretches

brush aside the added respect shown to you;

where their kicks would be at temple level

it is appropriate, not embarrassing.

for turn kick. There was no physical reason

Conversely, don’t get all high and mighty

why they should not be able to do this kick

about correcting others that don’t show you

during marching. It must be their intent, I

the respect that you think they should.

thought. I immediately held my hand out

Proper etiquette is best taught and learned

and instructed this student to use it as a

from a third party rather than demanded.

target. I told them to keep their eye on my

Remember, etiquette is voluntary, though I

hand. WHAM! Their turn kick was right on

wouldn’t say optional. If you want to stick

the money. I was fascinated and humbled

around, you better learn proper etiquette.

that I had not thought of this sooner. Where
was my intent?!
My instructor always taught us to look at our
target and look at our kicking foot during
partner stretches. I had instructed the
students to do the same, but I had not tried
19

this simple solution. On a physical level, the

Well, if there are physical and mental

intent is where the eyes are focused. In

manifestations of intent, then surely there

martial arts, it is important to focus on the

must be a spiritual one as well. This one is

intent. Another intent exercise I thought of

harder for me to describe my thoughts on,

involved using a re-breakable board. I saw

but I believe it is closely tied to the intention

that the more senior students needed to have

manifestations of the physical and mental

more crisp and focused techniques. I

kind. I think the alignment of intent is

recognized that their intent was not focused,

similar to ki principles in Aikido; if you

and that they need a physical experience to

have one of them, then you have all of them.

gain proper perspective. I found that the
students’ intent was at the surface, as they
all hit the board on the front and had no
driving power. I instructed them to “look”
through the board 4-6 inches and visualize
where their technique would stop.

If you are missing one of the principles, then
you have none of them. What I think is
unique to the spiritual manifestation of
intent is the inclusion of feelings. If an
individual is overcome with negative
feelings, then surely the intent is clouded

Some of the students were able to break the

and only negative circumstances and results

board by being able to adjust their intent in

are invited into their life. If one shifts their

this manner. For the students who still could

feelings to a positive nature, then the intent

not, I remembered a method that John Sabo

becomes focused and cleared while at the

Sensei told me about. I covered the board

same time inviting positive results and

with a wash cloth. The students who were

circumstances. Positive energy attracts

still struggling broke the board on the first

positive things. By adopting a more

try. I had learned that their intent was

appreciative and thankful mindset, I believe

focused on fear, i.e. fear of the board and the

a positive spiritual intent is manifested.

pain and discomfort that it can cause when

Positive mind, body, spirit and ki brings

breaking. By shifting their intent, they were

about a positive future.

able to accomplish the break. I believe these
to be examples of mental intent, where the
mind’s eye focuses the intent through
visualization.

As martial artists, we don’t greedily seek out
positive circumstances and happy living for
selfish desires. We realize that positive
circumstances and happy living are
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necessary for a healthy beautiful life. By

that day much thought. I believe you, as a

refining ourselves to focus our intent in

program manager and self-proclaimed

positive ways, we develop positive thoughts,

Aikido-ka, handled the situation improperly

actions, and by extension, a positive reality.

when measured against the standard of
Aikido by taking blatant discriminatory and

For all the negative circumstances that have
taken place in my life, I have to look back
and figure out my role and how I invited
those negative things into my life. By
looking inward and focusing my intent on a
positive path, I will be able to correctly
affect the outward. I believe that there is a
point at which the inward and outward cease
to be different in a universal sense. I also
believe that the intent transforms into a very
tangible and present reality.

unmeritorious actions against me and my
students for past disagreements between one
of your instructors, Ryan Goettsche Kohai,
and my teacher, Vernon Medeiros Sensei. I
signed up for the seminar sincerely and in
good faith, as I and my students wanted to
genuinely attend and learn from Skip
Chapman Shihan and interact with the local
Aikido community. You denied my
students and me the opportunity, based not
on any of your previous direct interactions
with me, but rather on assumptions you
made based on what you had heard from

Fair Notice
By: Sabom-Nim/Sensei Jude Miller

someone else. I also do not believe that
5th

your actions can be attributed to your

Dan Tang Soo Do, 3rd Dan Aikido –

inexperience as a school manager and the

Head Instructor: CATS of Colorado

fact that you are not an Aikido Sensei.

Springs and Sand Creek Tang Soo Do
Academy
Sean Hannon Kohai,

As an Aikido Sensei, I understand
that it is not proper to discriminate, whether
it is in the dojo or out of it. Not six weeks

On September 17th of last year, you

earlier, I brought John Sabo Sensei and my

sent me an email indicating I was not

students to train at Ryan Goettsche Kohai’s

welcome to attend the seminar with Skip

club in Colorado Springs. If you will recall,

Chapman Shihan the following week. I have

you failed to pay me the common courtesy

had plenty of time to give your actions from

of a reply when I invited you and your club
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to host Sabo Sensei during this same

Kohai’s club every day. My instructor’s

period. The experience at Ryan Goettsche

techniques are loosely translated in your and

Kohai’s club was positive, and served the

Goettsche Kohai’s sessions. Do you find

purpose of building stronger relations in the

that hypocritical, considering Goettsche

Aikido community, or so I thought. I

Kohai is not certified to teach?

trained with his students, he trained with
mine, and we all learned from Sabo

As you should know, O’Sensei

Sensei. Personal and past differences were,

created Aikido for a sick world. We live in

presumably, set aside for the greater cause

a world that has enough conflict and ill will

of Aiki.

as is. Your actions on September 17th did
absolutely nothing to further the cause of

At Sabo Sensei’s direction, fast

Aikido. It did the opposite, as

forward to when Medeiros Sensei visited

discrimination and intolerance were

and aimed to build upon what had been

prominently displayed. If you or Goettsche

accomplished six weeks earlier, and

Kohai have issues with my teacher, then it is

Goettsche Kohai let his old feelings of

up to you to take it up with him

resentment and his wife prevent us from

directly. Instead, you decided to lump us all

visiting him and his club. He wouldn’t even

together under the same banner, pass

tell us how he felt face-to-face, as he only

judgment and discriminate.

timidly peeked through the window while
his wife yelled at us outside. That, of

As fair notice, I have filed formal

course, was none of your doing. What was

complaints with the USAF and the

your doing, however, was when you decided

BBB. You promote your club as offering

to bar my students and me from an event

Aikido, yet when it truly came time to put

that you advertised as open to everyone.

the peaceful tenets of this Art to practice,

This was based on what happened when my

you took the predictable low path by making

teacher attempted to further Sabo Sensei’s

a sweeping judgment against my teacher,

vision to build stronger relationships in the

my students, and me. What kind of Aikido

Aikido community with Goettsche Kohai. I

group or martial artist would allow or

find it interesting that my instructor,

demonstrate such divisive, prejudicial

Medeiros Sensei, is in your and Goettsche

actions?
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Know this…you and your associates
will be welcomed and treated respectfully
should you ever cultivate the courage to visit
the Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do
Studies in Colorado Springs. As an Aikido
Sensei, I do not discriminate, practice
prejudice or practice intolerance. Any
Aikido students, including you Sean Hannon
Kohai, are welcome at my dojo, where we
demonstrate true Aikido.
Jude Miller Sensei

Releasing and Embracing
By: Instructor Mike Anderson, Head
Instructor: Taoist Association USA –

our focus and our attention. Our goal is to
embrace the Dao. But how do we embrace
something that is not material?

Colorado Springs
Progress towards results forms through
Daoist practice takes time and discipline to
achieve results. Consistency is required. The
saying, “My future is in my own hands,” is a
constant reminder that our destiny requires

philosophical study such as reading
the Dao De Jing or other Daoist texts. This
is study for understanding the Dao at an
intellectual level.
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Although Daoist scholarship is academic,

When we first start to study the Dao, we

you don’t have to be an academic. In some

might not be clear on the concepts and

respects the intellect can hold us back, never

philosophies. We might have misleading

getting out of the way.

ideas of what the Dao is. These misleading
philosophies need to be released to make

Progress can also be made with physical
practices. Tai Chi or Qigong practice helps
to strengthen the body. In particular, the legs
and waist are strengthened through slow
meditative movements. Over time the
movements become less forceful, resulting
in a smooth yet rooted and strong posture.
To achieve smooth and even
movement, Qi must flow.

room for a clear understanding of the Dao.
Time, practice, and patience are required as
we get used to the ideas and deepen our
understanding as these ideas evolve into a
clearer understanding of the Dao. We need
to entertain the ideas and allow them to take
shape and allow those shapes to change over
time. Don’t get stuck thinking you know
the Dao. Instead, get to know (or become

Another aspect is stillness in mind. When

familiar with) the Dao. Like any

doing the physical practices, or in

relationship, it takes time and patience.

meditation, the mind should be still and
quiet. This takes time to achieve given that
the idea of stillness is something unfamiliar
in our western culture. A quiet mind leads to
smooth, even movement and a feeling of
peace.

When practicing Tai Chi or Qigong we may
have blockages or tensions in our body. In
some regards this is similar to our shifting
perspectives. As we gain experience and
learn, our perspectives broaden (hopefully).
We release old, limited perspectives to make

The aforementioned aspects

room for a larger understanding of life. We

of Daoist practice are the activities that we

also release tension and physical patterns

can engage in on a daily basis. To make

gaining freer movement.

progress in each of these aspects we have to
let go of old patterns. This is the idea of
releasing. Progress requires us to release the
past and release old and tired patterns. It is
through releasing that we embrace the Dao.

A still mind requires one to release one’s
thinking. Our thoughts will meander from
what we had for breakfast to what clothes
we will wear tomorrow if we let them. Stop
for a minute right now and try not to think of
24

anything for 10 seconds. Set down this

possibility and the Dao. This is embracing

article, check a clock, and then think of

the Dao.

nothing. When you start to think of
something, check the clock. Did you go for
more than three seconds?

Through practice of releasing old thoughts,
physical blockages, as well as stuck mental
and emotional patterns, we learn to embrace

Your mind probably did something like,

the Dao.

“The watch says the second hand is now on
the two (old school watch), now I need to
stop thinking; I wonder what that will be
like. That’s right, I’ve already started to stop
thinking. Does this count as not thinking?”
And so on…
These are thought patterns. Who controls
your thoughts? Can you release the
mental/emotional patterns that fence in your
thoughts? These too need to be released. For
some, this is the hardest thing to release. We
can practice physical movements and learn
philosophy through overt practice. But how
do we release thought patterns to clear our
mind to realize the Dao?
We can practice meditation, Tai Chi,
and Qigong for starters. Once the physical
aspects are well learned, releasing thought
patterns is the next step. The Dao cannot be
realized with the intellect, and the mind will
easily lead you astray. By releasing the
mind, the intellect, we open ourselves to
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Discrimination, does anyone really care?
By: Sabom-Nim/Sensei Vernon A.

past with that person; I must accept that a

Medeiros, 5th Dan Tang Soo Do, 5th Dan

new day brings forth a new opportunity to

Aikido – Head Instructor: Asian Martial

accept this past person in our present

Arts Society of Maryland

situation.

This writing is an exploration of trying to

I am reminded that Karate men and women

understand the current trends of our society

are part of a larger community. We honor

as it relates to a specific event whereby a

this precept no matter what style we come

close student and dear friend was profoundly

from. This has not been the case in the

denied access to what seemed to be a

Aikido community that I have been involved

harmless open seminar offered up to all

with since 1979. I guess the main difference

students and instructors of Aikido. It appears

may be in the fact that Karate people

the times do not change for the better, and

acknowledge the Brother and Sisterhood

the goals and ideals of the past are

that we all share. Now, please understand, I

conveniently discarded in favor of selfish

have met some very nice folks in Aikido

impulses. Should any of us who strive to be

through the years, but frankly these

more than we were the day before really

meetings were in the minority percentile. I

care about who gets discriminated against?

have met some disturbing Karate people, but
again, these folks were in the small

I have always understood that when I hang
up a sign that professes martial art ideals
then I must do my best to welcome
everyone, even if I have had problems in the

percentile. It is interesting to me that Karate
people do tournaments and competitions yet
they are approachable, whereas Aikido
people profess cooperation and noncompetitive training, yet many are
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unapproachable and snobbish. What is

between them and the inviting dojo or

wrong with this picture?

organization. And contrary to your
assumption, the USAF has no say over who
attends seminars conducted by independent

Dear Mr. Miller,

dojo or other organizations. Just because
the USAF is recognized by Hombu dojo, it
does not give us any authority to interfere in

Thank you for your email. I would like to

the other organizations or dojo not members

respond and clarify a few items for you so

of the USAF.

you have a better understanding of our
position with regard to your inquiry.

Regards:

With regard to my reference to the
"unfortunate situation", I think it is always

Charlie McGinnis

unfortunate where these types of situations
and disagreements occur. It is always my
hope that they can be resolved between the
parties.

Miller Sensei,
Well, the response is quintessential. I do see

In your letter you refer to the seminar as

Mr. McGinnis’s points if I place blinders on

being a USAF event and that Mr. Chapman

my eyes! I wonder if the Pope were to visit

was "dispatched" by the USAF. Please

your dojo [independently of the Vatican’s

understand that this was not a USAF event.

official sponsorship] at your private

It was not sponsored by the USAF but

invitation. Can we assume that his visit does

instead was an event organized by a non-

not represent the entire Catholic history and

USAF independent dojo. Mr. Chapman was

global membership of all Catholics

directly invited by that dojo. He was not sent

globally? If you quietly discriminated

by the USAF nor was the USAF involved in

against someone from seeing the Pontiff

any way. We have a large number of

would your secret dishonest act of barring

instructors who teach all over the world at

someone reflect poorly on the Pope or the

non-USAF events and seminars. Where and

Vatican? Probably not! If the Vatican learns

what seminars they instruct at are a matter

of your dishonesty and says nothing to you
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for placing the Pope in an awkward position,

fact that USAF instructors and students have

would you be allowed to invite anyone of

Ethical Guidelines to consider for continued

such importance in the future? I would like

membership in USAF at the very least

to think that someone at the Vatican would

places a responsibility on those certified

have the courage to speak up. Unfortunately,

USAF instructors who go forth into the

we can infer from Mr. McGinnis that any

world accepting independent invitations to

certified USAF instructor can act

spread the gospel of Aikido, that they must

independently of any official USAF

do so with dignity and honesty no matter

protocols.

who the official sponsor is! But Mr.
McGinnis says nay to this point.

I guess this response gives a clear clue to the
apathy of our culture. If the USAF cannot

Can the entire USAF roster of certified

defend the historical legacy of O’ Sensei and

instructors concur with this perspective?

the Aiki-Kai Foundation as well as Aikido
Hombu, IAF and USAF from the
discriminatory practices of rogue dojos, then
whom will step up and speak out? My other
question is why anyone should bother to
elect to join any Aikido Federation that has
no authority or courage? If we cannot call
upon our seniors to aide us when
discrimination tarnishes the legacy of
Aikido then we are all doomed to all these
young upstarts thinking they can do as they
please!
While we learned the true facts of Mr.
Chapman’s involvement with this rogue
dojo, I do disagree with Mr. McGinnis’s
statement that the USAF is uninvolved with
the countless instructors that go far and wide
to teach at NON-USAF events. The very

I think if all the USAF certified instructors
were polled Mr. McGinnis would be
surprised that the USAF majority would
certainly disapprove of discrimination in all
its disguises, for discrimination is
completely contrary to Aikido philosophy. I
would like to think that the future president
of USAF would not approve of anyone
being barred from his seminars had he
known.
However, in this particular case Mr.
Chapman is not just any USAF instructor!
He is scheduled to replace Yamada Shihan
in 2014 as the official USAF President! So
let me again see if I understand Mr.
McGinnis. He suggests all USAF certified
instructors accepting seminar invitations
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from independents schools are not bound by

anyone care? His reply suggests that no one

the ethical guidelines of USAF while

is liable under the USAF flag. The response

instructing at independent schools? Can we

suggests that they see nothing nor do they

assume that invited USAF instructors are

want to listen to anything negative nor will

essentially at the beck and call of rogue

they speak out. Wow!

schools?

Here we are, as Americans in the 50th year

Why would anyone bother seeking

of the Civil Rights movement and USAF

membership with this USAF Federation

officially states from their website:

when independents have significantly more
clout operating as they please? Independents
can always count on some USAF instructor
accepting independent invitations for a fee.

1. The United States Aikido Federation
(USAF) is a not-for-profit organization
dedicated to spreading and maintaining the
Japanese martial art of Aikido as created

Hmmm… so if drugs or sex or money

and exemplified by its founder, Morihei

laundering were being operated from the

Ueshiba.

back rooms of these independent schools,
would anyone from USAF care? According
to Mr. McGinnis even though USAF
instructors are present at independent
schools, the USAF instructors do not
represent USAF while visiting independent
schools! What is wrong with this reasoning?

Alright, now any reader can clearly see what
the USAF’s mission is though I would
submit it is a rather vague outline. I would
also submit that if rogue dojos are
misrepresenting the aims and disrespecting
the reputation of USAF, then I believe the
USAF has a legitimate right to send a letter

Mr. McGinnis’s references to your

to any rogue dojo giving fair notice that in

“assumption” are disturbing. The whole

the future all USAF’s policies will be

point of your inquiry was about being

respected during the course of any visiting

discriminated! A USAF representative was

USAF instructor’s visit.

teaching! Not some lame duck instructor of
this rogue dojo! If any independent school
does something less than admirable while

2. The USAF not only oversees the practice

there is a USAF instructor present, should

of Aikido and its instruction as established
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by Hombu dojo, the international

between and accessibility to senior

headquarters in Japan, but also develops

instructors of Aikido world-wide, and to

and maintains rigorous technical standards,

implement a clear pathway for the continuity

while advancing and promoting the practice

of our high standards of practice.

of Aikido through various activities.

Alright then! What is the harm in informing
Well, all this bureaucratic verbiage looks

a rogue that bad behavior harms the Aikido

good on paper, but as we learned, Mr.

community? I say all dojos, independent or

McGinnis implies that USAF certified

otherwise, who discriminate against the

instructors are not representing USAF when

global Aikido community in my estimation

they are instructing at independent seminars.

harm the legacy and history of and future
legitimacy of Hombu, IAF & USAF. Would

I again reiterate that the USAF Federation

you agree?

has every right and reasonable expectation
to expect that the USAF guidelines will be
respected and honored at all times by all

And finally:

certified USAF instructors whether on
official or private business! If not, then what
is the whole point of composing policies and

4. The USAF does not advocate, support, or

guidelines and accepting applications for

practice unlawful discrimination based on

membership with their organization? Are the

age, ethnicity, gender, national origin,

USAF’s membership guidelines merely

disability, race, size, religion, sexual

perfunctory meaningless exercises for the

orientation, or socio-economic background.

sole sake of having Non-Profit status?

How clever to site only the US Federal
3. … the primary focus and priority of the

outline for discrimination as it relates to the

USAF Board and Committees is to maintain

workplace. The fact that I disclosed only one

a unity through technical standards for all

facet of a problem I am learning is that the

members, to create a strong cohesion

USAF organization is powerless! I again ask
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why anyone should join the USAF
Federation when independent dojos have the
same access to USAF instructors without
having to adhere to any of the USAF Ethical
guideline expectations. At this point I am
still waiting to see if anyone cares…

Tangsoology and Kung Fu?
By: Sabom-Nim Mike Parenteau, 5th Dan,
Tang Soo Do – Head Instructor:
Tangsoology Institute of Longmont

new version starring Jackie Chan and Jaden
Smith. If not, a brief synopsis of the movie
is that our hero, Dre (Jaden Smith), is being
harassed by some young boys. Dre’s mother

Sabom and I were talking about all things

accepted a job in China, and she moved her

Tangsoology one day and, after our

family (herself and Dre) to China for this

discussion, something occurred to me. I had

opportunity. With this change of venue, Dre

been thinking about how, as Tangsoologists,

is found to be different and is bullied

we strive to improve ourselves. I have

because of it. Dre creates a bond and

thought about this concept for some time.

friendship with Mr. Han (Jackie Chan), the

However, this idea did not coalesce into

maintenance technician at the apartment

words until after I thought about my

where Dre and his mother are living. Mr.

discussion with my instructor.

Han teaches Dre Kung Fu, and Dre takes
part in a tournament, which he wins. Dre

I hope you’ve seen the movie “The Karate

then gains the respect of those who were

Kid,” not the original movie, but rather the

bullying him.
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At one point in the movie, Mr. Han tells

10. Become a contributing member of

Dre, “Kung Fu lives in everything we do,

your community; help to promote

Xiao Dre! It lives in how we put on the

peace and understanding.

jacket, how we take off the jacket. It lives in
how we treat people! Everything... is Kung
Fu.”

Now, I could talk about each one of these,
but from a Tangsoology perspective, I only
need to point out one. Let’s look at #6,

Such is the case with Tangsoology. I believe

which is “Strive for perfection within all

it relates very well as we constantly talk

your endeavors.” It is this core value, in my

about Tangsoology and how that relates to

mind, which leads all of the others to fall

our training. But I think it is more than just

into place. Mr. Han said, “Everything is

that. Let’s recall what our Tangsoology core

Kung Fu.” Well, I say, “Everything is

principles are:

Tangsoology!”

1. Endeavor to live by moral principles.

Tangsoology is the study of perfection. The

2. Develop habits which are conducive

Tangsoologist endeavors to strive for

to self-improvement and learning.
3. Organize and attempt to achieve
higher goals.

improvement physically, mentally,
intellectually and spiritually... This is done
by practicing perfection in all things… It

4. Fulfill duties and responsibilities.

must be recognized that even though

5. Maintain a high state of mental,

perfection may not be gained, the mere

physical, intellectual and spiritual

process of assessing one’s technique,

well-being.

attitude, etc. enables that person to be better.

6. Strive for perfection within all your
endeavors.
7. Be truthful with yourself and gain
the respect and admiration of others.
8. Learn to recognize and respect the
achievements of others.
9. Become aware of individual and
social forces which may impact upon
you negatively.

So, you can see the practice I’m talking
about isn’t restricted to the studio, e.g.
punching, kicking, doing forms, etc. It
applies at work, at home…anywhere with a
varied selection of tasks. It may only hap
pen in baby steps. Sometimes, it may be a
“one step forward, two steps back” exercise.
But, the self-reflection and perseverance
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related to “striving for perfection” is key in
the life of the Tangsoologist. As the pursuit
of perfection moves from the studio to dayto-day life, it makes it clear that “Everything
is Tangsoology!”

Tangsoology in Texas

insect changes, weather changes, and wage

By: Kyosah Gihan Fellah, 3rd Dan Tang

and cost of living changes. I always thought

Soo Do – Instructor: Sun Mountain Tang

I would be open-minded to change and like

Soo Do

a Buddhist monk and feel at home where
ever I may be. This is not so, although I am

Keeping my one point while adjusting to my

working toward that end. I left Colorado

new environment in Texas has required a

full of ideas for opportunities in Texas, for a

conscious effort on my part. I have not only

new dojang, new students, and new

moved to a large city with multiple energies

opportunities for my art to grow. Although I

constantly in motion around me, I have been

am still adjusting even now, nearly 4 months

adjusting to several exponents including

later, to my new living and work conditions,

living with someone I have been apart from

I have not given up on that idea. On top of

for the last year, cultural changes, to altitude

all of this, both of my sons have decided to

changes, humidity changes, landscape and

join the military at the same time.
Philosophically, I am in the perfect scenario
for training in breath control, relaxing
techniques, and trying to keep stress at bay.
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As I have stated in a previous paper,

I would also like to respond to another issue

“Staying in balance and harmony with

that was brought up by several people in the

nature is essential to health and well-being.”

latest newsletter regarding my past Aikido
instructor, Mr. Goettsche. As Mr. Parenteau

The current vibe in the USA is stressed. As
Sabom Medeiros mentioned in his last
newsletter submission regarding Syria and
the President’s response, he asks, “Where do
you stand on the issues of war and peace?”
(1) All over the internet and YouTube
people are confessing to being “preppers” as
in preparing for a disaster or civil war.

stated, I can only refer to the matter by what
I have read since I was not there. I am
ashamed that Mr. Goettsche allegedly sent
his wife to talk to Mr. Medeiros and Mr.
Miller rather than talk to them himself. If he
felt threatened by their appearance at his
dojo, then he should have called the police.
Since he must have realized there was no

Many Americans (and Europeans also) are

such threat, why indeed did he send his

buying food in bulk, weapons and

spouse rather than be the instructor he

ammunition, medical supplies, taking

claims to be, and go and greet his former

martial arts classes, survival classes, and

instructor himself? I am baffled by his lack

preparing “bug out bags.” All in preparation

of courtesy, especially since Mr. Miller was

for when the “stuff hits the fan.” I am a firm

recently at his school with Mr. Sabo Sensei,

believer that what you think about, what you

and no such incident occurred. Again, I

project, will become your reality. So, if you

wasn’t there, so am not sure what exactly

are thinking, “I am going to get a great job

happened, but is seems to be a cowardly act

and make a lot of money,” you will. If you

on Mr. Goettsche’s part. Also, to send a text

think, “I am going to exercise and get in

message to them rather than making a

shape and have a positive outlook on life,”

simple phone call also seems cowardly and a

then you will. But if the majority of the

reliance on the inconsistent speed of

people are thinking, “the stuff is going to hit

technology to send a message goes against

the fan and I need to be prepared,” what do

Mr. Goettsche’s intellect since his job is

you think is going to happen?!! Population

working with computers. He should know

control. That is what is going to happen.

better.
Now, I will address the continuance of Sun
Mountain Tang Soo Do and being certified
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to teach Tangsoology. Since I am not

so. With some patience and hard work, I

currently teaching any students the art of

can add some knowledge of this art to a new

Tangsoology, as in the mental, physical,

generation.

intellectual, and spiritual aspects of the art, I
initially hesitated in writing this paper.
Upon further reflection, I realize it is better

Sources

to keep my certification and be prepared for

“Ko Shin Shuri – Is This Really A

up and coming opportunities. I am also

Legitimate Aikido School” by Vernon A.

considering putting together a basic video

Medeiros in the The Purple Mountain

series for people to self-study in the privacy

Bulletin, April 2013.

of their homes. I feel this would promote
Tangsoology to a broader population rather
than just having a handful of schools in the
nation. Areas covered in the video may
include where to find certified schools
teaching Tangsoology, stretches, basic
combinations, and basic punching and
kicking. I may also include a section that
would include a short history and
philosophy related to Tangsoology and
Grandmaster Lee. Again, the objective
would be to introduce Tangsoology, not to
provide enough material that would lead to
beginning students to be promoted in the art.
If I go through with this idea, I would first
submit the video to the Association for
review.
Texas is a huge state that undeniably offers
the potential for spreading the art of
Tangsoology. I am in the perfect place to do
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Tang Soo Do – Why I Enjoy It

These forms are the “I” forms. You don’t

By: Clair Markwell (Age 7), 9th Gup Tang

learn the “I” forms when you are a white
belt. You learn them when you are a yellow

Soo Do

stripe and it gets a bit tricky when you are a
Why do I like Tang Soo Do? I can tell you

yellow belt like Daniel. Lastly, there are

why. First of all, I like Sabom Miller, he

payments. For Tang Soo Do, you pay $35

teaches me L1, L2, and L3, and

for your yellow stripe. For the rest of your

combinations. Next, he helps me focus on

belts, you just pay $15. Clearly, here are

clearing my mind to Tang Soo Do Moo Duk

three things about Tang Soo Do. Do you

Kwan. Last, he helps my heart to be

know anything about Tang Soo Do?

stronger to physically succeed. Tang Soo
Do will help prepare me for the future.

Energetic
By: Isaac Steffonich (Age 8), 9th Gup

Tang Soo Do
By: David De La Torre (Age 10),

Tang Soo Do
9th

Gup

Tang Soo Do

Even though I like Karate for many reasons,
my top reason is because it’s energetic! For

Although there are many things about Tang

starters, I think karate is energetic because

Soo Do, there are only three things to tell.

we do “L” forms and basic kicks. Also,

The first, is that there are a lot of “L” forms.

karate is energetic because we get to do

These “L” forms are important. The “L”

rolls. Last but not least, karate is energetic

forms help because you get your next belt.

because we get to do combinations with “L”

The first “L” form that you need to know is

forms and combination kicks. As you can

L-1. Second, there are Kee Cho forms.

see, that is why I think karate is energetic.
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very important because it shows you the

Do You Know?
By: Michelle Nava (Age 9), 9th Gup Tang

steps and punches.

Soo Do
Karate is about making peace with your
Do you know about Tang Soo Do? I do. It is

enemy. Moreover, we learn Combination 1

as fun as a roller coaster! To begin with, I

old way. Combination 1 is to punch and

will give you the forms that I do in Tang

chop. Combination 2 old way is different.

Soo Do. For example, we do L1 through L3.
We always start with our left hand. After we

You need to do a, inside outside block, high
punch and chop. More importantly, in

are done with the forms we always need to
ki-yup.

Karate they show you self-defense. High
block is very easy to do. Low block you

Next of all, I will tell you really specific

must know in case they hit your leg. Clearly,

things our Tang Soo Do teacher tells us to

that is why I love Karate.

do. For example if we talk too much and
disrupt the class, we have to do pushups.
Also, if we lie to our teacher, we go to the
corner of the gym and do pushups on our

Karate
By: Fherco Adauto (Age 9), 9th Gup Tang
Soo Do

knuckles, and then we have to write a paper

I think Karate is a good martial art because

on why we lied.

it helps me get stronger. It shows me kicks,

Last of all, I will tell you about what we do
in class. For example, our teacher calls us up
to do forms in front of the whole class. As

punches, and blocks. It shows me how to
protect myself. Then, if I get better, I can get
a yellow belt. Last but not least, if I get
better I can be a Karate teacher.

you can see, this is what we do.
Why I Love Tang Soo Do
By: Eduardo Sanchez (Age 9), 9th Gup

Karate Steps

Tang Soo Do

By: Issac Trejo (Age 8), 9th Gup Tang Soo

Although I have many reasons why I love
Karate. To begin, you can learn L1. L1 is

Do
Do you know the steps I do in Karate? Step
1: When I walk into the gym I bow. Step 2: I
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walk to the white line, place my toes on the

that belt. These are the details I like about

line, and stand at attention. Step 3: I wait for

Karate.

instruction from Mr. Miller. Step 4: We do
L1, we do two middle punches, and then we
bend one of our knees and keep the other
knee straight. Step 5: We do L2. The thing

Tang Soo Do
By: Kaileb Gunter (Age 6), 8th Gup Tang
Soo Do

we do in L2 is block, and then we do two

I like Tang Soo Do because it is fun, and I

high punches. Step 6: Then we do L3. The

learn self-defense. I learned kicks, blocks,

thing we do in L3 is middle punches. All in

and got my yellow stripe. I am trying to get

all, now you know what I do in Karate.

my yellow belt.

Working Hard
By: Solomon Lloyd-Williams (Age 9),

Learning New Things
9th

Gup Tang Soo Do

By: Karen Angel-Aguirre (Age 9), 8th
Gup Tang Soo Do

In Karate you get to do some L forms. The L

Do you want to know all about Tang Soo

forms are called L1, L2, and L3. Those are

Do? There are many things about Tang Soo

good L forms. Sometimes I have trouble

Do. Tang Soo Do is not all about fighting. It

with stances in from L3. It has 3 stances:

is all about protecting yourself and being a

front stance, back stance, and side stance.

group. We are a group of kids that learn

Another thing I like about Karate is that you

something new every Monday and

get to test so you can get your next belt and

Thursday. I learn L-1, L-2, L-3, and I am

learn some new forms. Another thing I like

looking forward to learning L-4. Well, we

about Karate is that sometimes, when you do

learn kicks too. The kicks are called front,

well, you get rewarded from the Karate

back, side, inside outside, and outside inside

teacher Sabom Miller. He is a really good

kicks. Mr. Miller is a great Tang Soo Do

Karate teacher.

teacher. He teaches a bunch of cool things

Last but not least, something I really like

with Tang Soo Do. What I like the best is

doing is working hard to get stronger and

Tang Soo Do’s combinations. I learned

sweat. Last, when you are going on to a

combinations 1-3. Clearly, that is what I

different belt, you are learning how to be

know about Tang Soo Do.
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Protecting Myself

most. First of all, discipline can be many

By: Koson Casey (Age 8), 8th Gup Tang

things to others. I think discipline is the

Soo Do

practice of training people to follow the
rules. Another way of discipline is as a code

I like Tang Soo Do because I learn karate to

of behavior. Secondly, Tang Soo Do is

protect myself and, most of all, learn

about honor. I think honor is to show respect

discipline. I can use karate only when I need

to yourself. It shows you have self-esteem. It

to badly, otherwise, I must walk away. I like

is when you are proud of yourself. Last of

the mind-blowing techniques. When I first

all, Tang Soo Do is about respect. Respect is

started, I was a white belt, but now I’m a

when you show yourself and others your

yellow stripe.

manners. It shows a feeling of deep
admiration for someone. It is someone

Tang Soo Do Techniques
By: Rogelio Munoz-Lopez (Age 6), 8th

excited by their abilities. Obviously, that is
what I think Tang Soo Do is. What do you

Gup Tang Soo Do
I can tell you three things about Tang Soo
Do. I learn many new Tang Soo Do
techniques. My favorite technique is doing a

think Tang Soo Do is?
Protection
By: Eva Angel (Age 8), 8th Gup Tang Soo
Do

lot of rolls on the big mat at the end of class.
Next, I learn to respect my neighbor. Lastly,

About Tang Soo Do: I love Tang Soo Do.

we learn the Tangsoology Pledge. Clearly, I

You teach me how to protect myself, how to

can tell you three things about Tang Soo Do.

protect others, how to work up to be a black
belt, and to teach others so they can protect
themselves. Then, they teach others so they

Tang Soo Do
By: Mario Munoz-Lopez (Age 10), 8th
Gup Tang Soo Do
Even though I could think many things
about Tang Soo Do, discipline, honor, and
respect are the three things I think about the

can protect themselves.
Tang Soo Do
By: Daniel Salgado (Age 11), 7th Gup
Tang Soo Do
I love Tang Soo Do for a thousand reasons. I
will only talk about 3. To begin, I learn
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about a lot with my forms. I learned that
Grand Master Lee did his L forms to the left
instead of the right. The forms I1, 2, and 3
go to the left instead of the right, just like
L1, 2, and 3. On I5, I notice that it has the
imitation of a snake.
Second of all, my combinations are very
long. On combination 8, it usually takes
longer than any other form. Combination 7
is long, but in my suggestion it is very hard.
Finally, I know why the teacher doesn’t
teach the white belts the dangerous things.
One of the reasons is that they will use it on
each other. They can injure themselves.
Also, they will use it no matter what.
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